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On Wednesday, Ludwig van Beethoven’s birthday will be celebrated for 
the 250th time. I assume his abusive, alcoholic father wasn’t too 
plastered to have had baby Beethoven parties, and the composer is one 
who has never gone out of fashion.  [Full ARTICLE here] 

 
 
Kremer’s latest recording, “Searching for Beethoven,” with cellist 
Mario Brunello and the Kremerata Baltica, begins with Brunello’s 
arrangement of “Muss es Sein? Es muss sein!,” a 1970s song by 
anarchistic French chanteur Léo Ferré. A Beethoven fanatic, the mesmeric Ferré liked to conduct 
Beethoven by walking up and the down the middle of an orchestra, pounding his fists in the air and reciting, 
angry, erotic, surreal poetry. 
 

Beethoven wrote the question “Muss es sein?” (Must it be?) 
and the answer, “Es muss sein!” (It must be!), above a three-
note figure with which he ended his last completed work, the 
String Quartet No. 16, Opus 135. Amid Brunello’s soulful cello 
and ensemble arrangement of Ferré’s hard-hitting song, a 
recording of the poet’s voice lashes out with a cri de coeur from 
his protest song: “Ludwig! Ludwig! Are you deaf?” “Music is a 
dying, Madam!” “We want music in the street! Beethoven 
Strasse! It must be. It will be!” 
 
There is also something about Pierre Boulez being a 
shopkeeper. This becomes prelude to a string orchestra 
arrangement vibrantly conducted by Brunello, who brings an 
insightful (and inciteful) light to this last Beethoven enigma. 
 

The rest of the generous recording contains Giovanni Sollima’s “Note Sconte” for string orchestra, in which 
the cellist composer sifts through Beethoven fragments of the String Quartet No. 14, Opus 131. That is 
followed by genuinely searching string orchestra performance of the profound quartet led and conducted 
by Kremer, each phrase a discovery. If I were to get but one new birthday-boy Beethoven recording, this 
would be it. […] 
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